Results for: hlead(china or chinese)

News

1. **Business News: China Is Now Tops for Cadillac**
   The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B3, 222 words *from Factiva*
   
   ... Pg. B3 Business News: China Is Now Tops for Cadillac PUBLISHER: Dow Jones ...
   
   **Date:** 2018-01-06

2. **REVIEW --- Books -- Children's Books: Of African Chiefs and Chinese Emperors**
   The Wall Street Journal; Pg. C9, 1014 words *from Factiva*
   
   ... REVIEW --- Books -- Children's Books: Of African Chiefs and Chinese Emperors PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva* ...
   
   **Date:** 2018-01-06

3. **REVIEW --- India's Reforms Risk a Failure To Launch --- A surprise setback unsettles Prime Minister Modi's plans to rapidly transform the economy**
   The Wall Street Journal; Pg. C3, 1189 words *from Factiva*
   
   ... the world's fifth-largest economy, and is on track to outpace China to become the most populous country by 2025. How fast ...
   
   **Date:** 2018-01-06

4. **Simple Food Groups Are Best Guide to Enjoyable Eating**
   The Wall Street Journal, LETTERS TO THE EDITOR; Pg. A10, 62 words *from Factiva*
   
   ... basic food groups concept. It was easy to remember them: Chinese, Mexican, pizza and beer. John B. Arnold Lynchburg, Va. ...
   
   **Date:** 2018-01-06

5. **China Circuit: Beijing Takes Challenge to AI Chip Leaders**
   The Wall Street Journal, TECHNOLOGY; Pg. B4, 821 words *from Factiva*
   
   ... part of Silicon Valley needs to watch out. Competitors in China think it's their turn to shine. As the world's largest market for semiconductors, China has tried mightily -- without much success -- to challenge ... TECHNOLOGY Pg. B4 China Circuit: Beijing Takes Challenge to AI Chip Leaders PUBLISHER: ... part of Silicon Valley needs to watch out. Competitors in China think it's their turn to shine....
... part of Silicon Valley needs to watch out. Competitors in China think it’s their turn to shine. As the world’s largest market for semiconductors, China has tried mightily -- without much success -- to challenge ... units, the brains of computers and smartphones. Now, some ambitious Chinese companies see an opportunity to take the lead in building ...

**Date:** 2018-01-05

---

6. **Reversal of Fortune Cookies**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A13, 504 words *from Factiva*

... dessert, my colleague from Beijing looked puzzled. Fortune cookies aren't Chinese; a Japanese man in California is ...

**Date:** 2018-01-05

---

7. **Uber Rival Makes Buy In Brazil**

The Wall Street Journal, TECHNOLOGY; Pg. B4, 181 words *from Factiva*

... Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Yoko Kubota BEIJING -- China’s dominant ride-hailing company has kicked off the new year with ...

**Date:** 2018-01-05

---

8. **U.S.-Dollar Bonds Bloom in Asia**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B9, 468 words *from Factiva*

... assets denominated in currencies other than their own, especially in China, have helped fuel demand for dollar bonds in the region. ...

**Date:** 2018-01-05

---


The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B14; Heard on the Street, 323 words *from Factiva*

... President-elect Donald Trump boasted that he and Mr. Ma -- China’s best-known businessman and the founder of tech giant Alibaba -- ...

... Pg. B14 Heard on the Street Ant-MoneyGram Spells End of China - U.S. M&A PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ...

... done, it is time to call an end to meaningful Chinese acquisitions in the U.S. Just a year ago, ...

**Date:** 2018-01-04

---

10. **Bond Fees Sink as Banks Battle --- In sizzling Asia market, one recent offering cost issuers a mere $1 for each underwriter**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B1, 895 words *from Factiva*

... matter. A similar trend is emerging among banks underwriting some Chinese bond offerings, bankers say, particularly in the case of state-owned ...
11. **Corrections & Amplifications**

The expansion rate in China’s mobile-game market may settle around the high teens in percentage. ... a Heard on the Street article about mobile games in China incorrectly said the rate may settle around that range next. ...

**Date:** 2018-01-04


... security panel, was the latest in several setbacks for the Chinese billionaire, whose companies have long sought to establish American beachheads. ...

**Date:** 2018-01-04

13. **Finance & Markets: HNA Late To Repay Employees' Loans to It**

... investors on an internet lending platform, another sign that the Chinese conglomerate is having difficulty meeting some of its debt obligations. ...

**Date:** 2018-01-04

14. **Finance & Markets: Yuan Fix at Strongest Since May 2016**

... Dow Jones & Company, Inc. By Saumya Vaishampayan China’s central bank guided the yuan to its highest level against ...  

**Date:** 2018-01-04

15. **The Cashless Society Has Finally Arrived -- In China --- Mobile payments change how people shop, borrow -- even panhandle**

... purchases and is fast becoming the way many people in China pay for just about everything. That includes small personal debts. ...

**Date:** 2018-01-04
16. **U.S. Bars Chinese Deal for MoneyGram**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B1, 500 words *from Factiva*

... the U.S. is tightening scrutiny of investment from China at a time of greater tensions between the two countries. ...

... Pg. B1 U.S. Bars Chinese Deal for MoneyGram PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ...

... An American national-security panel refused to approve a deal for Chinese billionaire Jack Ma's Ant Financial Services Group to buy ...

**Date:** 2018-01-03

17. **World News: World Watch**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A7, 420 words *from Factiva*

... Watch PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva* CHINA Factory Activity Slips But Expansion Holds An official gauge of ...

... Factory Activity Slips But Expansion Holds An official gauge of Chinese factory activity fell slightly in December, but remained in expansion ...

**Date:** 2018-01-03

18. **China Mobile Games Hit a Snag**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B13; Heard on the Street, 387 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. B13 Heard on the Street China Mobile Games Hit a Snag PUBLISHER: Dow Jones ...

... Jacky Wong [Financial Analysis and Commentary] Selling smartphone games in China has been one of the best businesses in the world ...

... like tech giant Tencent Holdings, keep hitting the high scores? China’s mobile games industry made nearly $18 billion in revenue in ...

... just two years ago, according to research firm Newzoo. And China is now the world's biggest mobile game market, accounting for ...

**Date:** 2018-01-03

19. **Relentless Car Buying Crowds World's Roads**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B1, 882 words *from Factiva*

... a quarter of the cars sold last year going to Chinese customers, up from less than 15% a decade ago. The ...

**Date:** 2018-01-03

20. **World News: World Watch**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A7, 420 words *from Factiva*

... Watch PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva* CHINA Factory Activity Slips But Expansion Holds An official gauge of ...
... Factory Activity Slips But Expansion Holds An official gauge of Chinese factory activity fell slightly in December, but remained in expansion ...

Date: 2018-01-02

21. Alibaba's Browser Challenges Google --- Chinese giant's mobile software is beating Chrome in untapped markets in India and Indonesia

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B1, 864 words *from Factiva*

... Alibaba's Browser Challenges Google --- Chinese giant's mobile software is beating Chrome in untapped markets in ...
... for the first time are picking UC Browser, owned by Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba, over ones made by U.S. ... 

Date: 2018-01-02

22. Business News: Steelmakers' U.S. Business Heats Up --- Producers add mills to fill pipe demand from energy industry, battle cheap imports

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B3, 542 words *from Factiva*

... rises. Steel companies have complained for years that steel from China, South Korea, Vietnam, Turkey ...

Date: 2018-01-02

23. Media: Online Fees Help China Rebound At the Box Office

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B4, 253 words *from Factiva*

China’s box office is on the upswing, owing to accounting changes ...
... changes and one blockbuster success. Ticket sales for 2017 in China, the world's second-largest economy, rose about 22% to 55.31 billion ...
... billion) as of Saturday, according to Beijing-based film-research firm EntGroup. China is expected to announce official figures for 2017 this month. ...
... was fueled by a boom in theater construction, which propelled China’s ticket sales to the No. 2 spot behind North America. ...

Date: 2018-01-02

24. The Power Of Prudence

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A13; Bookshelf, 1030 words *from Factiva*

... On May 21, 1989, the U.S. ambassador to China sent a chilling report to Washington: Troops were said to ...
25. **The Secret Ingredient in China's Cure for Debt Addiction**
The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B11; Heard on the Street, 433 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. B11 Heard on the Street The Secret Ingredient in China's Cure for Debt Addiction PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, ...

**Date:** 2018-01-02

26. **World News: France Pursues Wider Trade Relationship With China and Russia**
The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A6, 622 words *from Factiva*

... World News: France Pursues Wider Trade Relationship With China and Russia PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ...
... said in an interview France was looking to China and Russia to act as a counterweight to ...

**Date:** 2018-01-02

27. **REVIEW --- Asia's Core Conflict Began in 1868 Japan --- Samurai rule was usurped by reformers torn between modernity and tradition**
The Wall Street Journal; Pg. C3, 1129 words *from Factiva*

... reaction with each adoption of the tools of the West. China under Xi Jinping is using Western ideas, but within Chinese constraints, to help boost China against Western competition. Japan kicked off the region's ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

28. **World News: Chinese Balk at Using Apps to Snitch --- New technology rewards citizens for notifying authorities about illegal activity and other problems, but people are wary**
The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A6, 1241 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. A6 World News: Chinese Balk at Using Apps to Snitch --- New technology rewards ... ... and Eva Dou Mao Zedong once hailed Fengqiao in eastern China as a model for "mobilizing the masses" to galvanize Communist ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

29. **Firms Help Beijing Create Digital IDs**
The Wall Street Journal, TECHNOLOGY; Pg. B4, 553 words *from Factiva*

... Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Alyssa Abkowitz BEIJING -- China's biggest tech companies are working with authorities to create digital ...
30. **Obituaries**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A8, 1147 words *from Factiva*

... the U.S., Britain, Japan, **China** and even Cambodia. Toni Mascolo died of a ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

31. **OFF DUTY --- Eating & Drinking -- In My Kitchen: Ayesha Curry ---** The restaurateur, author and host in many senses of the word shares her favorite wine, her dinner-party go-to and her ingredient obsession

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. D6, 1091 words *from Factiva*

... world as well as her Canadian, American, Jamaican, **Chinese**, Polish and African heritage. "My diversity is reflected ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

32. **U.S.-China Tensions Escalate**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A1, 992 words *from Factiva*

... war of words between President Donald Trump and Beijing over **China's** willingness to tightly enforce sanctions following Pyongyang's nuclear and long-range missile tests. **China**'s critics say it has agreed to tough-sounding Security Council ...  
... resolutions while modulating how strictly the sanctions are actually enforced. **China** denies it violates sanctions....  
... war of words between President Donald Trump and Beijing over **China's** willingness to tightly enforce sanctions following Pyongyang's nuclear and long-range missile tests. **China**'s critics say it has agreed to tough-sounding Security Council ...  
... resolutions while modulating how strictly the sanctions are actually enforced. **China** denies it violates sanctions. The Trump administration has been ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

33. **World-Wide**

The Wall Street Journal, WHAT'S NEWS; Pg. A1; World-Wide, 140 words *from Factiva*

... World-Wide PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from ...  
... U.S. officials say they have mounting concerns that **China** is leaving room for a partial evasion of the sanctions, ...

**Date:** 2017-12-30

34. **Business News: Beijing Court Seizes Chinese Entrepreneur's Assets**
As Chinese authorities order an embattled technology entrepreneur back to China to handle his financial problems, a local court has seized ... video, electric cars and smartphones, was a rising star in China. But the company has been mired in credit woes and ...

Date: 2017-12-29

35. **China Circuit: In 2018, Cowardly Tech Lions Need Courage**

The Wall Street Journal, TECHNOLOGY; Pg. B4, 930 words *from Factiva*

... Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Li Yuan Chinese technology companies have long taken their cues from Silicon Valley, hence the Chinese equivalents to Google, YouTube, Twitter and Uber ... during last year's presidential election. So will 2018 see China's tech giants engage in a bout of soul-searching too? After ...

Date: 2017-12-29

36. **Helping China Make Movies: Director of 'Die Hard 2' --- Harlin's second act is helping Beijing be a bigger global force**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A1, 1898 words *from Factiva*

... By Erich Schwartzel HUAIROU, China -- For the coming Chinese action thriller "Bodies at Rest," director Renny Harlin pulled a ...

Date: 2017-12-29

37. **U.S. News: Washington Wire**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A4, 375 words *from Factiva*

... NORTH KOREA Trump Says China Violates Sanctions President Donald Trump attacked China on Thursday following reports that Chinese ships transferred oil to North Korean vessels at sea in ...

Date: 2017-12-29

38. **Copper Extends Its Record Win Streak**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B11; Commodities, 427 words *from Factiva*
... its highest level in almost four years. Strong demand from China, the world's largest consumer, and supply disruptions have buoyed prices throughout the year. Recent reports that China's largest producer, Jiangxi Copper Co., has been ordered to halt ...

Date: 2017-12-29

39. Deal Boosts China's Heft In Vehicle Industry

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A1, 795 words *from Factiva*

... SHANGHAI -- A Chinese car maker said Wednesday it would buy a $3.24 billion ...
... truck-and-bus maker Volvo AB, another sign of the appetite among Chinese companies for global automotive assets. Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co., ...
... Pg. A1 Deal Boosts China's Heft In Vehicle Industry PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, ...
... Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Trefor Moss SHANGHAI -- A Chinese car maker said Wednesday it would buy a $3.24 billion ...
... truck-and-bus maker Volvo AB, another sign of the appetite among Chinese companies for global automotive assets....
... move marks a further step by Geely -- by far China's most-acquisitive auto maker -- to become a global player. In ...

Date: 2017-12-28

40. Life & Arts -- Art Review: Eternal Beauty

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A11, 741 words *from Factiva*

... -- This is the Chinese Year of the Rooster. But in the annals of ...
... of the Han. A dynasty that ruled over a unified China almost uninterruptedly from 206 B.C. to A.D. 220, the Han ...
... Han, a dynasty whose name has become synonymous with ethnic Chinese. The first show, at the San Francisco Asian Art Museum, ...
... Kansas City, Mo. -- This is the Chinese Year of the Rooster. But in the annals of ...
... Han, a dynasty whose name has become synonymous with ethnic Chinese....

Date: 2017-12-28

41. Life & Arts -- Film: China's Hollywood Challenge --- An industrial initiative that mirrors the Silk Road provides financing and markets for Chinese films and culture

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A9, 1038 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. A9 Life & Arts -- Film: China's Hollywood Challenge --- An industrial initiative that mirrors the Silk Road provides financing and markets for Chinese films and culture PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ...
... For hundreds of years, China used the Silk Road to ship porcelain, tea and other ...
... the old trading network to export a signature good of China's 21st century: movies. The "One Belt, One Road" initiative, announced ...
... 2013, would reconfigure global trading if it succeeds, and place Chinese investments including railways and power grids in at least 69 ...
... and Africa. The program provides a natural export market for China's growing movie industry. Through co-productions with the other countries and nationalist on-screen narratives, China's growing film industry is treating One Belt, One Road -- ...
... -- as a major test of its ability to export Chinese culture. A Chinese actress, Xu Dabao, even wore a dress designed like a Chinese flag at this year's Cannes Film Festival and explained it ...

"From Factiva" By Erich Schwartzel Fuzhou, China -- For hundreds of years, China used the Silk Road to ship porcelain, tea and other ...

Date: 2017-12-28

42. Why China's Car Giant Geely Is Betting on Volvo Trucks

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B11; Heard on the Street, 426 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. B11 Heard on the Street Why China's Car Giant Geely Is Betting on Volvo Trucks PUBLISHER: ...
... corporate garage? By bringing the two Volvos closer together again, Chinese car giant Geely is betting they do. The privately owned Chinese company, which bought Volvo Cars from Ford Motor in 2010, ...

Date: 2017-12-28

43. Business & Finance

The Wall Street Journal, WHAT'S NEWS; Pg. A1; Business & Finance, 223 words *from Factiva*

... truck-and-bus maker Volvo for $3.24 billion, another sign of Chinese companies' appetite for global automotive assets. --- The IRS said ...

Date: 2017-12-28

44. Corrections & Amplifications

The Wall Street Journal, CORRECTIONS &AMPLIFICATIONS; Pg. A2, 66 words *from Factiva*

... incorrectly called Mubadala Development Co. in a Technology article about Chinese ride-sharing platform Didi Chuxing Technology Co. --- Readers can ...

Date: 2017-12-28

45. World News: China Adopts Green Growth Index

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A6, 527 words *from Factiva*

... Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Chao Deng BEIJING -- China is adopting a new indicator in a bid to pressure ...
... development -- though rapid growth is likely to remain the Chinese leadership's priority. In the works for more than a year ...
... Pg. A6 World News: China Adopts Green Growth Index PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva* By Chao Deng BEIJING -- China is adopting a new indicator in a bid to pressure ...

Date: 2017-12-27

46. Aircraft Buying Takes New Tack
... of British Airways and aviation companies tied to Chinese conglomerate HNA Group have tried similar tactics to secure bigger ...

**Date:** 2017-12-27

---

47.  **China's DNA Trove Nets Guilty, Innocent --- Police gather blood, saliva samples for world's largest such database; many aren't criminals**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A1, 2099 words *from Factiva*

... in Hong Kong and Liza Lin in Qianwei QIANWEI, China -- Schoolchildren in a bucolic region in western China famed for steam trains and jasmine flowers thought little of ... 
... Pg. A1 China 's DNA Trove Nets Guilty, Innocent --- Police gather blood, saliva ... 
... to the world's biggest DNA database, an essential part of China 's high-tech security blanket being unfurled across the country as Beijing ... 
... billion citizens. Nationwide, police have a goal of almost doubling China 's current DNA trove to 100 million records by 2020, according ...
... Wall Street Journal examination of documents from police departments across China. To get there, they need to gather almost as many ...

**Date:** 2017-12-27

---

48.  **China's Problematic Oil-Yuan Plan**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. B11; Heard on the Street, 448 words *from Factiva*

... Pg. B11 Heard on the Street China 's Problematic Oil-Yuan Plan PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. ...

**Date:** 2017-12-27

---

49.  **Make Way For the New Boss**

The Wall Street Journal; Pg. A13; Bookshelf, 1019 words *from Factiva*

... Over the past decade or so, the geopolitical rise of China and the relative decline of the United States ...

**Date:** 2017-12-27

---

50.  **Seoul Allows Tech Transfer --- LG Display gets nod from trade ministry to establish OLED production in China**

The Wall Street Journal, TECHNOLOGY; Pg. B4, 403 words *from Factiva*

... gets nod from trade ministry to establish OLED production in China PUBLISHER: Dow Jones & Company, Inc. *from Factiva*... 
... build an organic light-emitting diode, or OLED, production facility in China, in what would be the first-ever transfer of the sophisticated ...

**Date:** 2017-12-27